Numerical simulations of critical dynamics in anisotropic magnetic films with the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation.
With the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (sLLG) equation, critical dynamic behaviors far from equilibrium or stationary around the order-disorder and pinning-depinning phase transitions in anisotropic magnetic films are investigated. From the dynamic relaxation with and without an external field, the Curie temperature and critical exponents of the order-disorder phase transition are accurately determined. For the pinning-depinning phase transition induced by quenched disorder, the nonstationary creep motion of domain wall activated by finite temperatures is simulated, and the thermal rounding exponent is extracted. The results show that the dynamic universality class of the sLLG equation is different from those of the Monte Carlo dynamics and quenched Edwards-Wilkinson equation, and it may lead to alternative understanding of experiments. The dynamic approach shows its great efficiency for the sLLG equation.